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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel input technique involving seamless
switching between relative and absolute coordinate modes based
on a “carbon copy” metaphor for trackpads. In the method, a
small workspace (“carbon copy area”) that corresponds in a oneto-one manner to a trackpad surface is displayed on a computer
screen. While working on this virtual carbon copy paper, a user
can operate in absolute coordinates; outside the paper, relative
coordinates are used to move it anywhere and resize it. Therefore,
our technique allows for the appropriate use of relative and
absolute coordinate modes with arbitrary timing. This paper
discusses the design of the technique, implementation of
prototype applications, and a user study in which the technique
received positive feedback and was shown to achieve a
significantly higher input speed than that of a conventional
pointing method.
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INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of touch surfaces such as in smartphones,
tablets, and trackpads implies that touch inputs are commonly
observed in everyday life. Currently, two coordinate systems are
used in touch surfaces, namely, relative and absolute coordinates.
Relative coordinates transform the relationship between the
locations of an input device and a cursor. Similar to a
conventional mouse, a trackpad uses relative coordinates. When a
user moves a finger on a trackpad’s input surface, a cursor in the
display follows the finger movement. By changing the controldisplay gain, even small finger motions can be used to produce
large cursor movements.
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In this manner, a user can operate over a large screen area even if
the input surface is small. Conversely, precise cursor operations
can also be performed [6]. However, the relative coordinate
method generally requires clutching operations that involve
repeated lifting of the finger at the edge of the trackpad for
repositioning. Clutching is known to degrade operational
performance [4, 13]. In absolute coordinate systems, which are
used in smartphones and tablets, the coordinates of the input
surface correspond directly to the coordinates of the display. This
enables a user to operate graphic user interface (GUI) components
directly. Jotting down notes, online signing or drawing a painting
is considerably easier when using an absolute coordinate input
method because it involves finger motion similar to the pen tip
motion used in writing characters or drawing a picture on paper.
From the viewpoint of pointing operability, in a sufficiently small
input device, the absolute mode is useful for long distance cursor
movement [13]; however, it is difficult to operate when the output
display size is extremely large.
Both coordinate systems have advantages and disadvantages.
Depending on the task or on factors such as screen size, cursor
speed, and control-display ratio [3], the appropriate coordinate
mode can vary. Thus, higher flexibility might be achieved through
the development of a trackpad to enable users to switch between
relative and absolute coordinate in- puts. In general, trackpads are
relative coordinate input based devices and therefore, mapping
between a trackpad and workspace to allow for absolute
coordinate input to a screen is not trivial. Typically, trackpads and
computer screens differ in size. Even if a computer screen
corresponds in a one-to-one manner with trackpad dimensions,
precise operation is difficult owing to the size differential between
the screen and the trackpad, particularly in a large-screen
environment [1]. On the contrary, if only a part of a computer
screen corresponds in a one-to-one manner with a trackpad, the
workspace will be limited. By providing a limited rectangular area
on the screen that corresponds directly to a trackpad and enabling
a user to input absolute coordinates only in this area and to move
the area to any location on the overall screen, the compatibility
problem can be resolved. However, an appropriate user interface
for moving the area and switching between relative and absolute
coordinate modes is required. In this paper, we conducted a user
study to investigate an appropriate user interface for three easily
switchable modes: (a) a conventional pointer mode with relative
coordinates; (b) an absolute coordinate mode for input into a
rectangular sub-area on the screen; (c) a mode in which the subarea is moved. Based on the results of the user study, we

developed a novel mode switching technique for trackpads, which
we evaluated in terms of efficiency and limitations.

2

Related Work

In this section, we discuss related studies on the development of
mode switching methods for absolute/relative coordinate systems
and direct/indirect inputs. Fig.1 shows the classification of mode
switching methods. In this scheme, direct input is defined as the
case in which the input device and output screen are the same (e.g.,
smartphones). Indirect input is defined as the case in which the
input device and output screen are separated (e.g., trackpads/mice).

Figure 1. Classification of mode switching methods.
Some related studies on the development of mode switching
methods with absolute and relative pointing for indirect input
devices such as mice or trackpads are referenced in Fig.1 (1).
ARC-Pad [13] provides an absolute pointing mode through finger
tapping on a smartphone screen and provides a relative input
mode through finger dragging. In this technique, the entire screen
corresponds in a one-to-one manner with a smartphone input
range, and neither the scaling effect nor the aspect ratio is
considered. In [15], which uses a motion-tracked glove, a handpointing gesture is used for an absolute-ray casting mode, while
opening the hand activates the relative input mode. In [2],
absolute indirect mappings are used to control multiple cursors.
Inklet [11] is a utility that allows for the use of a common
trackpad to emulate a virtual absolute coordinate input area by
employing predefined shortcut keys. We propose a technique
similar to the above approaches in that it uses explicit mode
switching interfaces between absolute and relative coordinates
under the control of an indirect input device, i.e., a trackpad.
However, previous approaches [11, 15] addressed specific use
cases in which a user is locked into a dedicated mode and were
not intended to allow for frequent switching between the two
modes. We assume that these techniques would enable users to
adjust the control- display ratio for absolute coordinate pointing
by scaling the workspace to allow for appropriate input.
Some of the related studies shown in Fig.1 (2), [7, 12] involve
enabling access to distant and close targets on a large display
through the use of a pen device [7] or through bimanual multi
touch gestures [12]. The goal of these applications is to achieve
efficient long-distance cursor movement or area selection. In
contrast, we develop an approach that is suitable for an indirect
device with the goal of allowing for efficient cursor positioning in
various scenarios.
Several studies have proposed methods for mode switching
between direct and indirect input in absolute coordinate situations

(Fig.1 (3)). In [14], a technique for gaze-based mode switching
between direct and indirect touch inputs for interactive
workspaces combines horizontal and vertical touch surfaces. In
[5], absolute mapping at two levels of precision is used for
representation. This method provides a constrained area of highresolution input and a broader area of lower input resolution and
is accessed using a dual-leg cursor.

3

CARBON COPY METAPHOR

With the goal of providing (a) a conventional pointer mode with
relative coordinates, (b) an absolute coordinate mode for input
into a rectangular sub-area on a screen, and (c) a mode for moving
the sub-area, we investigated the development of an appropriate
user interface. As the behavior of moving a small area to an
arbitrary screen location and then inputting into it is similar to
drawing and copying using a small sheet of carbon paper on a
large drawing sheet, we have adopted the “carbon copy” metaphor.
In the system, a virtual “car- bon paper” appears on the display
when the user touches the trackpad with their fingers. In the real
world, we can move a piece of carbon paper by slightly pressing it
with our fingers, and we can transfer an image on it to another
piece of paper by holding and fixing it. The proposed method is
based on this type of hand motion: the user can manipulate the
virtual “carbon paper” using actions similar to what they would
use to manipulate a physical piece of carbon paper.
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Figure 2. (Left) Frequency of the number of fingers used to
hold the carbon paper (%). (Right) Proportion of holding the
paper between any two fingertips relative to all methods for
holding the paper (%).

3.1

Preliminary Experiments

To design the carbon copy user actions described above, we
conducted an observational study on the manipulation of a piece
of carbon paper in the real world. We assigned a drawing task to
six participants (five right-handed, one left- handed, aged 21 to
24) using a large piece of drawing paper (500 × 400 mm), a small
piece of carbon paper (130 × 130 mm), and a ballpoint pen that
was designed to run out of ink. Participants signed their names on
the left half of the drawing paper and painted freely on the right
half. We recorded the experiment and searched for patterns in
which the fingers were used for handling the carbon paper.
When the participants wrote or drew on the paper, they tended
to press the edge of the carbon paper with their non-dominant
hand. This indicates that the participants utilized a wide drawing
area and pressed the carbon paper to prevent it from floating or

peeling off. Fig.2 (left) shows the proportion of the time during
which fingers touched the carbon paper compared to that required
for the execution of the overall task. There are significant
variations in the frequencies of the use of various pressing
techniques; for instance, using two pairs of three fingers versus
other techniques. Variance analysis calculations revealed
significant differences in the frequencies of various finger
configurations (F (1,5) = 8.632, p < 0.001), with multiple
comparisons revealing significant differences between the
frequency of three- and two-finger touching (t (5) = 4.651, p<
0.001), three- and four-finger touching (t (5) = 3.477, p < 0.005),
and three- and five-finger touching (t (5) = 4.002, p < 0.001).
Other potential pairings were not considered significant. As
shown in Fig.2 (right), we found that the participants tended to
widely open two fingers, which implies that they used the two
fingers to firmly hold down the carbon paper. Conversely, various
finger movements were observed in moving the carbon paper.

Figure 3. Trackpad divided into two areas (this case is for use
by a right-handed person). The black-framed carbon copy
area corresponds to the trackpad.

3.2

Interface Design

We designed the interface based on the observational study results.
In the interface, two hands can be used to operate the virtual
carbon paper. Focusing on participant behavior with respect to
writing on the carbon paper, we adopted “pressing the edge of a
carbon paper with two fingers of the non-dominant hand spread”
as a condition for the writing operation. When users spread two
fingers of their non-dominant hand to press the edge of the
trackpad while moving the cursor with one finger, a small
working area appears at the cursor location on the screen. Gilliot
[8] showed that, in absolute indirect-touch situations, the input
and output aspect ratios are important, but the display scale is not.
Thus, we use the same aspect ratios for the input surface and the
screen area. The small working area (carbon copy area) enables
an absolute coordinate input mode (carbon copy mode). When
users remove the two non-dominant fingers, the carbon copy area
disappears and the input mode switches back to the conventional
relative coordinate input mode.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

To test the efficiency of the proposed method, we implemented a
prototype painting application in Objective-C for use on the OS X

10.9 operating system. In the prototype, touching the trigger area
with one finger activates the carbon copy area (the black-framed
area on the screen, as shown in Fig.3). Similar to the preliminary
experiment, the entire desktop area in the prototype corresponds
to the drawing paper, while the black-framed carbon copy area
corresponds to the carbon paper. We divide the trackpad into two
parts (non-dominant hand side: trigger area; dominant hand side:
input area) to define a gesture set for fixing/moving the carbon
copy area and switching between relative and absolute coordinate
inputs. A mapping between the gesture set and the functions of the
application is shown in Fig.4.
No.1 involves one finger moving on the trackpad,
corresponding to cursor movement with conventional relative
coordinate inputs.
No.2 involves two fingers fixed on the trigger area. Using this
operation, the carbon copy area appears (initially at the same size
as the trackpad) on the screen.
No.3 involves two fingers fixed on the trigger area and one
finger moving on the input area. Using this operation, a user
manipulates the pointer inside the carbon copy area in the absolute
coordinate input mode. Our prototype produces cursor movement
by applying a dragging motion (moving while pressing) to the
input area. That is, when users activate the carbon copy mode,
they can trace the input area to obtain a preview of cursor
movement and they can drag to draw lines on the paint application.
The cursor follows the movement of the finger on the input area.
No.4 involves one finger on the trigger area and one finger
fixed on the input area. This corresponds to positioning the carbon
copy area in relative coordinates.
No.5 involves a scaling function for the carbon copy area. It
can be activated by fixing two fingers on the corner of the trigger
area and then scaling the carbon copy area (while maintaining the
aspect ratio) by moving one finger along the input area. In this
method, finger motion away from the trigger area enlarges the
carbon copy area while motion toward it shrinks the workspace.
Using the above functionalities, the proposed method switches
between the respective coordinate modes by simply mimicking
the manner in which writing is performed on carbon copy paper.
No.
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Figure 4. Mapping between touch gestures and functions. Red
circles indicate a moving finger and blue indicate a fixed one.
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5.1

USER STUDY
Experimental Setup

To measure the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
compared the following two methods: Method 1, i.e., the

5.2

Result

Figure 5 (right) shows the input speed results for each technique.
Initially, Method 1 achieved a lower average input speed (70 s)
than Method 2 (50 s). However, participants rapidly learned how
to use our technique and began to achieve faster input speeds than
those under Method 2 starting from the fifth writing task trial. As
the comparison experiment continued, our technique continued to
achieve faster input speeds. By the end of the study, the average
input speed of Method 1 was 29 s, while that of Method 2 was 43
s. The increase in performance observed in the study occurred
through short-term learning and practice, supporting our
hypothesis (1). The execution times of the final trials using
Method 1 were considerably shorter than that of the initial trial
(the latter trials were shorter by 41 s on average). In contrast, the
average difference for Method 2 was only 7 s. Focusing on the
tenth trial of the writing task, a t-test revealed that the difference
between Methods 1 and 2 was significant (t (7) = 4.10122, p <
0.01). We believe that this is attributable to the fact that all
participants regularly use relative coordinate input devices (mouse
or trackpad). The participants familiarized themselves with our
technique after only a few trials, and as a result, they could
operate the application more efficiently and reduce their execution
time. The results of the experiment demonstrate that after a short

learning period, the proposed technique becomes more efficient
than a conventional input technique, thus supporting hypothesis
(2). In the Method 1 trials, all participants utilized the absolute
coordinate mode for implementing the writing action and the
relative coordinate mode for moving the cursor in the intervals
between writing each animal name. We presume that the
participants intuited that the relative coordinate mode is useful for
short distance cursor movement and the absolute coordinate mode
is suitable for writing. In terms of error counts, 20 unintentional
mode switching occurred. However, the opposite case never
occurred. The total error rate was (20×100)/2000 = 1.00%.
Task Completion Time (s)

proposed technique (combining relative and absolute coordinate
inputs), and Method 2, i.e., employing a conventional relative
coordinate input using a trackpad. We tested two main
hypotheses: (1) after a short learning time, the performance of
Method 1 gradually increases; (2) Method 1 provides better
performance than Method 2. For comparison, we developed a
simple paint application on Apple MacBook Pro (13 inch,
trackpad: 105 × 75 mm). Eight people participated (six righthanded, two left-handed, aged 22 to 65) in the experiment. All but
one of the participants used an Apple Magic Trackpad on a daily
basis. Each participant was asked to write animal names (each
having five stroke counts) in English within a series of blue boxes
(60 × 43 mm) (Fig.5 (left)). We set the carbon copy area to 70 ×
50 mm,1 giving it and the blue boxes the same aspect ratio as the
trackpad embedded in MacBook Pro. Each task consisted of
writing five animal names, and each participant was asked to
perform ten such tasks for each technique. Thus, we obtained
2,000 strokes (8 [participants] × 10 [task/participants] × 5
[words/task] × 5 [strokes/word] = 2,000). Before conducting the
tasks, we demonstrated them using each technique. Participants
were provided a maximum of 5 min to practice performing each
technique, with no instructions given concerning the order of
writing words. In the proposed technique (Method 1), the carbon
copy area can be displayed and positioned through relative
coordinate inputs, and then, a participant can write words using
absolute coordinate inputs. Each participant employed both
methods in a counterbalanced order. We observed the changes in
the performances of the respective techniques through learning
and practice. We recorded task completion time and error counts,
i.e., the number of unintentional mode switches for each trial, and
each task was video recorded in its entirety.
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Figure 5. (Left) Five animal names in lowercase, produced
using five strokes for each word. (Right) Mean input speed.
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DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

In the use of the non-dominant hand for subsidiary tasks such as
temporal mode switching [9, 10], our interaction design follows
previous studies. The proposed technique utilizes the nondominant hand for temporal mode switching modality. We
received favorable comments from seven participants to the effect
that the mode switching operation based on the carbon copy
metaphor is easy to understand. The metaphor of “while pressing
the edge of the carbon paper, the paper is fixed and transfers along
the locus of a pen tip” is intuitive and reasonable. In addition, four
participants mentioned that switching only while touching the
trigger area is similar to a modifier key function, indicating the
usefulness of the proposed technique, particularly for short
duration tasks involving large cursor movements (from one screen
to another screen in a dual display environment or from a corner
to an opposite corner), online signing, jotting down notes, etc.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel trackpad-based mode switching
technique developed using data obtained from an observational
study of real-world user manipulation of carbon paper. The
proposed technique achieved a significantly higher input speed
than that of a conventional input method and received positive
feedback from participants. Future work will involve further
testing as to how our approach works at other screen sizes.
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